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p s = L . p . d , (1 )

where p" is the stagnation pressure, p is the fluid density and us is the jet velocity' The

stagnation pressure ii aistriuuted over the loaded area after a Gaussian curve. This distribution

which is shown in Fig. 1 can be described according to [8] as follows

p" ( r )  =  p " (0 )  ' " -o ' ' "  ,

where p"(0) is the stagnation pressure on the jet axis, r is the radial disfance from the jet

axis and o is a constant depending on the jet diameter. For a jet diameter of 1.0 mm, which

is a common value for rock and concrete processing, the pressure is distributed over an area

of about 0.g mm2. This value suggests that integral macroscopic material properties, such as

compressive strength and voungt modulus, can not be used for the evaluation of material

resistance against water jet attack. The local conditions, and so the local properties, at the
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AbstracL In this study, fracture experiments on multiphase material samples have been carried out using high

speed water jets. Baseb on fracture geometry measurem€nts and on grain analyses it was found that the fracture

of this type of materials by water :rt irpi;-;errnt ir a. highly locafized proceis at low pressure ranges' Beyond

a critical pressure range of about 30 times tlhe material's tensile strength a change in the material behaviour was

observed. This result ii in ugrrr*ent wiil; theory suggested by Powell and Simpson. To explain the local character

of the failure process, a simplified fracture model iilntroduced which resulted in a relation between a fracture

probability paiameter and the fracture width in the damaged materials'

L. Introduction

High energy plain water jets have been used to process-brittle multiphase materials, such

as rocks and concretes, in the mining and quarrying industry and in civil engineering for

some years. Typical applications are recentty aescribed by Fowell and Martin [l], vijay [2]'

Summers [3], and Momber [4]. Regardless of the wide range of application, the mechanism

of destruction of brittle multiphase materials due to plain water jets is not well understood'

The general structure of a plain continuous water jet can be assumed as a three region

jet. According to [5], t6l and t7l, one can discern a core region, a transition region' and

a droplet region. In practice, thelet core region is used to cut and remove materials with

pressures greater than 100Mpa. In this region static loading due to a stagnation pressure ps

predominates. The stagnation pressure, *hi"h is distributed over the loaded surface, can be

estimated using the equation
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Fig. L Mechanism of brittle material destruction by high energy water jet.
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Fig. 2. Results of mercury penetration measurements of two multiphase materials [7].
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Fig. 3. Generalized water jet removal model for a brittle, multiphase material.

point of impact are of decisive importance for the faiture process. This important restriction

was not considered consequently in previous investigations of this topic.

Rocks and concretes can be considered as inhomogeneous materials which consist of

grains, matrix, interfaces, pores and microcracks. To illustrate this assumption, the authors

v
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have carried out mercury penetration measurements on some specimens. The example in

Frg. 2 shows the high amount of inegularities in the near-surface structure of the material.

These results suggest a simple model of local resistance parameter distribution on the material

surface.
The first application of fracture mechanics methods on this mode of material failure

was done in t9l. Based on Griffith's fracture criterion, critical threshold pressure values were

calculated as a requirement for material destruction. Additionally, a relation was found between

macroscopic material properties and material resistance against water jet attack according to

the equation

Pcr = 30' sy, (3)

where p", is a critical stagnation pressure and s7 is the tensile strength of the material. That

means, if the pump pressure exceeds a value of 3O-times the rock tensile strength the material

resistance can be evaluated by the tensile strength. In [10], similar results were obtained by

considering the permeability of the materials and the surface stresses due to water penetration

into the pore system. A critical stress inside a material pore was calculated. A model which

is based only on the permeability was developed in [8] and [11]. There, an erosion force

was suggested which acts on pore walls and leads to the failure of the material. In [12] and

[13], a model of stress generation in pores by moving water jets was created and values

of stress amplification in capillaries were calculated of about 3.5. In [14], where capillaries

and cracks were considered, values of about 3 were estimated. In [15] the destruction of

rocks by water jets is regarded as a fracture mechanics determined process. The author found

a significant correlation between the threshold pressure and the stress intensity factor of the

investigated rocks. In the works of [1G-19], the influences of interfaces, cracks, and inclusions

on the failure process of brittle multiphase materials were investigated. As suggested there,

the predominant mechanisms of the material failure are propagation and intersection of pre-

existing microcracks. It was found that the destruction process due to water jets is introduced

in the interfaces between the matrix and inclusions. Inside a crack the water is pressurtzed

which leads to forces acting on the crack wall surfaces. If the generated stresses exceed

critical material values, for example critical stress intensity factor, the crack starts to grow.

It was shown experimentally that inclusions in the material may act as crack arrestors and

energy dissipators [19]. The intersection of several single cracks leads to a macroscopical

material removal. The model is illustrated in Fig. 3. In an advanced version of the model a

computer-based calculation of the fluid dynamics inside a microcrack is presented 1201.
The objective of the present paper is the investigation of the influence of the local fracture

mechanics situation on the failure process of a multiphase brittle material.

2. General idea, materials and equipment

To understand the relation between local failure behaviour and integral failure behaviour of

multiphase materials, kerfing tests on concrete specimens were carried out with high velocity

water jets. After processing, mass removal due to fracture, fracture depth, and fracture width

were measured. The general idea behind this investigation is the assumption that especially

variations in the width of a generated fracture allow an evaluation of the failure homogeneity.

A high standard deviation of this parameter means a high influence of the local material

situation and so a high degree of randomness during the fracture process. On the contrary, a

low standard deviation could represent a more regular failure over the loaded surface. This
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maximum
fracture widthidealized

fracture width

Fig. 4.Ideal and real destruction processes, respectively, in water jet cutting of multiphase brittle materials'

idea is illustrated in Fig. 4. Whereas the fracture width is constant over the fracture length r

in an ideal process, this parameter varies in a real cutting performance. The authors suppose

that the variations in fracture geometry are not attributed to fluctuations in pump pressure

and traverse regime. Two concrete mixtures were designed and tested. They consisted of a

hardened mixture of water (ur), timestone grains (g) und a binding agent (b)' For the latter a

portland cement (pz 35F) was used. The iatio between water and binder was w f b - 0'55'

After mixing, these compositions were cured and hardened for 28 days' Table 1 contains

selected mechanical properties of the materials'

Theh ighenergywate r je tun i t cons is tedo fah ighpressurewate rpump( l10kw) ,hose
system, nozzreholder, nozzreand rotating worktabte. The nozzle holder and specimens were

located inside a closed plexiglass cell, so that it was possible to collect the removed material
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Tablel. Mechanical properties of the investigated materials

Material # I Mate/ial#2
Parameter

Compressive strength [MPa]
Tensile strength [MPa]
Young's modulus [MPa]
Absorbed fracture energy

Mr/#l
Bulk densitY tkg/m3l
Shear modulus MPal

2 l
2.r
19930
14.5

2070
8 370

39
4.5
25463
65.1

2290
r0690

and analy ze rt.Measurements of fracture width and fracture depth were carried out usrng

fracture width profiles. The standard deviation d-conventional instruments'
Figure 7 shows examples of measured

was estimated using the equation

n

.I(rol - uM)2,
i--l

v

d - =
n - l

(4)
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Fig. 8. Tlpical grain distributions of removed material samples.

where d* is the standard deviation of the fracture width, wy is the average value of the
fracture width, and n is the number of measurements. Additionally, the removed particles
were collected and their size distributions were estimated by sieve analysis. Typical samples
of removed material particles are given in Fig. 8.

3. Experimentalresults

In Fig. 5 the relation between the applied pressure and the average fracture width is shown.
The width increases linearly with rising pressure in the lower pressure range but it seems that
a 'saturation' fracture width ?rvr.tx exists, which may be identical with the maximum possible
fracture width for the given material under the given conditions. The function asymptotically
approaches this maximum value. Figure 6 shows typical fracture width distribution diagrams.
It can be seen that the distribution can be described by a Gaussian Normal Distribution function
as given by the equation

f ( r ) :

- ( - - -  u ) 2

. g ' 'o'-

d*

In Fig. 7 the standard deviations of the fracture width distribution functions are plotted
against the pump pressure, which can be understood as loading intensity. The function starts
to increase at a pressure of about 20 MPa and is developed with a steady progress. The
standard deviation rises with the intensity of loading. The specimen surface shows an adequate
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inhomogeneous failure profile. Fractured areas alternate with low damaged parts. One can
assume that the stresses inside the specimen are not able to destroy all parts of the material
but only the parts with local weak zones, for example zones with accumulated microcracks
or pores. This situation changes in a pressure range of about 60MPa. The function starts to
decrease and the standard deviation becomes lower. One can assume a qualitative change
in the failure behaviour of the material. The material reacts in a more regular manner. This
suggests a stronger influence of integral material properties. Comparing these results with (3)

one obtains

Pcr : 30'2.1 - 63 MPa.

This result is in very good corespondence with the measured value of 60MPa. Consequently,
the integral material tensile strength seems to determine the material resistance beyond this
pressure range. To prove this result further, grain size measurements of the removed material
particles have been carried out (Fig. 8). An analysis of the removed particles shows that they
can be characterizsdby a RRS(B)-distribution according to the equation

D - l _ e  ( # ) " , (6)

where D is the sieve passing, dy is the grain diameter, and dt andn are parameters of the
distribution. The distribution parameter dt is a characteristic grain diameter for D = 0.63
and, under some limitations, can describe the fineness of the grain samples. Their values are
estimated graphically by using a RRS(B)-distribution-paper and lie between 2 mm and 9 mm.
The parameter n can be assumed as a regularity number. For conventional comminution this
parameter ranges between 0.7 and 1.4 [21]. In the ran9e n > I it can be used to describe

the homogeneity of the grain size distribution. The value for n is infinite if the grain sample
consists of grains with identical diameters. Related to the present problem this would be valid
in an idealized homogeneous removal process. So the regularity number can charactenze the
removal regime. This parameter was estimated graphically, too. Figure 9 shows the relation

between the applied pump pressure and the fineness parameter dt.Itis found that the diameter
dt rncreases linearly with the pump pressure. This result is supported by Fig. 8 where the

increase in the larger particles with rising pressure can be seen. The function in Fig. 9 shows
a significant change in its progress at a pressure of about 70 MPa. Beyond this value the
characteristic diameter rises rapidly. This result may be interpreted as a more integral fracture
process. Because the failure is not precedently local in the range of high pressures, the size
of the removed material grains increases. Figure l0 which shows the relation between the
applied pump pressure and the regularity number, indicates an increase in the regularity at
high pressure levels. This fact is well illustrated in Fig. 8. It is seen that at a pressure of 30 MPa
five grain diameter classes are present, whereas the pressure level 60MPa is characterized by
three grain diameter classes. To explain the trend in Fig. 10 it is assumed that at low stress
levels the size of a removed grain depends on the local fracture conditions. This should lead
to a large range of different grain diameters which results in a relatively inhomogeneous grain
size distribution. Increasing the pressure leads to a more controlled removal process. The
removed grains are larger and exhibit a narrow range of grain size.

4. Discussion

The experimental results clearly show that the process of destruction of brittle multiphase mate-
rials by high energy water jets is characterized by effects of randomness and non-regularity.
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The basis of the discussion is the assumption that the structure of the used concrete samples

is inhomogeneous. It consists basically of a matrix, inclusions, interfaces, and a network of

flaws, as microcracks and pores. This assumption is supported by Fig. 2. Considering exper-

imental results in [15] where a linear relation between the threshold pressures of rocks and

their critical stress intensity factor was found, one can write

pc = 4.Krc.  Q)

The threshold pressure as a minimum pressure required for the introduction of the failure in a
given material under given process conditions may also be expressed as a critical stress inside

a material flaw [22], which yields the equation

(8)

(e)

o c  =  C 2 ' I { 2 .

From the linear elastic fracture mechanics [23] it is known that

p61 I^- - Cz, (9) is identical with (8). These results suggestthat the threshold pressure
{  Z t r ' Ig

of a mateiial is proportional to its fracture toughness, but inversely proportional to the 0.5th

power of the flaw length. These relations are given in Fig. 11. The fracture toughness values in

this calculation are applied from 1241. The flaw lengths are based on the mercury penetration

measurements from Fig. 2, together with the assumption lpxl0 'bp. Typical critical flaw

lengths for concretes are between 20 p,m and 200 ptml251. Figure 11 shows that the critical

fracture stress depends on the local situation in the loaded area. For a given stress of 7.5 MPa,

fracture occurs only in the interface between matrix and inclusion. A matrix failure can happen

only if the stress is increased up to 18MPa. This simple discussion leads to the conclusion

that a plain matrix has a higher threshold pressure compared to a multiphase material. This

observation was in fact made by Momber [16, 26] who found a threshold pressure relation

between multiphase material and matrix of 0.6-0.7. These values depend on the sort of added

inclusions. If one transfers this idea into the present problem it is simple to find that the non-

regular fracture in the multiphase material is related to the distribution of the local material

resistance parameters. A simple assumption for further discussion may be that the material

is charactenzed by a range of flaw lengths, such as microcracks, and pores. This range may

be

/ 1n in ( / r ( / 1nu* .

The area which is enveloped by the flaw size-stress curve at a given fracture toughness can

then be expressed by

f lt*

A - I  o(rr)d/r - ! '  [ '^ o' !  .  (11)
Jl^in 

'o'l""r - 
,rffi Jhr^ ,fr'

The area A is defined now as the maximum fracture potential. That means that for (11) all

flaws can be widened at the given stress. If the stress is reduced the area A will be reduced,

too. The relation between the reduced area A(") and A is given by (12) and can be interpreted

as the probability of failure.

(10)

(r2)
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For A(o) - A,one obtains pr = 1. Equation (12) is graphically solved in Fig. 12. This figure

shows two important relations. First, the probability of failure increases with the applied

stress, and, second, the failure probability depends on the fracture toughness of the material

phases. To obtain an average failure probability of pp = 0.5 a stress of TMPa is necessary for

ih" int.rfu.e, whereas a stress of 18 MPa is necessary for the plain matrix. Also, two different
.threshold stresses' can be found. As estimated experimentally in[27], the water pressure on

the bottom of a crack is about 20 percent of the applied stagnation pressure. Comparing the

critical fracture stresses (pr =0) in Fig. 12 with the measured threshold pressures of the used

materials (lg Mpa for the multiphase concrete material,4OMPa for a plain reference matrix)

one obtains relations between 0.19 and}.2l which are in excellent agreement with the values

estimated rn[27]. A regression of the functions in Frg. l2leads to

P F  =  a * b  ' l n o '

It can be assumed now that the fracture width is related to the failure probability by

w - I ( ' P F , ,  0 ( P r ( l '

with w =,tDMAx at pr - 1. Combining (13) and (14), and assumingp - k' o yields

(13)

(r4)

(1s)r y  -  I (  
[ r - 6 ' l n

(;)l
This equation is able to describe the experimental estimated relation between the pump

pr.rru." and the average fracture width in Fig. 5. This equation may also be used to describe

ihe fracture width standard deviation by plotting a group of lines for different local fracture

parameters in the diagram. Probably ,atacertain stress level, the space between these particular

iin", will be reduced. This stress level may be identical with the pump pressure in Fig. 7'

where the standard deviation of the fracture width starts to drop. Here, further research is

planned.

5. Conclusions

The conclusions from this investigation can be summarized as follows:

1. Cutting of multiphase materials with high pressure water jets is a highly localized process.

2. Forthe evaluation of the resistance of the materials in this kind of loading, the distribution

of local material properties is of decisive significance in a pressure range up to 3O-times

the material tensile strength.

3. Beyond this pressure level the integral material properties characterizethefailure behaviour

of the material.
4. The width of the generated fracture is distributed over the loaded area as a Gaussian

Normal Distribution.

5. The width of the generated fracture in the processed specimens is proportional to the

local fracture proUiUitity which depends on the applied stress (pump pressure), the local

fracture toughness, and the local microcrack distribution.

6. A semi-empirical model is developed to describe the relation between the pump pressure

and the width of the generated kerf.

v
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